
 

 

Ever since we were kids, Santa has given us lots of toys and games . . . things that wind-up, race, make noise, fly, even 

explode from Santa. This year, we paid a visit to the North Pole and made a handy-dandy list of this year's Best of the 

Best for good little (and bigger) boys 'n girls. 

 
 

 

Do oranges float? Does pasta dance? Clifford and 

his friends love exploring the world around them 

and with this exhilarating Clifford the Big Red 

Dog Kitchen Science Kit they are learning all 

about food science. Emily Elizabeth, the narrator in 

the colorful 20-page manual, guides young 

scientists through tasty experiments with catchy 

titles such as rainbow ice, ice-cream in a bag, 

homemade butter, layered test tube, exploding 

marshmallow, dancing pasta, jello magnifier, color 

chromatography, secret message, rock candy, edible 

volcano, chocolate slime and floating orange. 

Young scientists will feel like real scientists when 

they use the included lab tray, measuring cup, test 

tubes, funnel, and pipette to perform their 

experiments! Join Clifford and his friends on an 

adventure into the world of science! $19.99. For 

ages 3 and older; theyoungscientistsclub.com 

 

Ms. Fizzle teaches that the formula is simple: Add 

science and math and the answer is an entertaining 

and exciting game for all ages. The Magic School 

Bus Math Explosion allow players to customize 

math facts with a math fact creator so that players of 

all ages can play for many years to come. Each 

game's goal? Be the first player to explode the 

volcano by getting your math facts correct. Yes, 

math can be blast. There's a two-sided colorful 

laminated game board which includes both a speedy 

and extended game, fascinating volcano facts in the 

border, a volcano for the explosions, a bowl to catch 

the volcanic “lava”, colorful measuring cups as 

moving pieces, bonus cards, printable math fact 

sheets, and an online math creator for unlimited 

math facts. Get ready for a math adventure. $29.99. 

For ages 5 and older. theyoungscientistsclub.com 

 

http://theyoungscientistsclub.com/
http://theyoungscientistsclub.com/

